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Abstract

Solid-state 13C NMR measurements of intact soybean leaves labeled by 13CO2 lead to the conclusion that photorespiration is 17% of
photosynthesis for a well-watered and fertilized plant. This is the first direct assessment of the level of photorespiration in a functioning
plant. A 13C{31P} rotational-echo double-resonance (REDOR) measurement tracked the incorporation of 13C label into intermediates in
the Calvin cycle as a function of time. For labeling times of 5 min or less, the isotopic enrichment of the Calvin cycle depends on the flux
of labeled carbon from 13CO2, relative to the flux of unlabeled carbon from glycerate returned from the photorespiratory cycle. Com-
parisons of these two rates for a fixed value of the 13CO2 concentration indicate that the ratio of the rate of photosynthesis to the rate of
photorespiration of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) in soybean leaves is 5.7. This translates into a photore-
spiratory CO2 loss that is 21% of net CO2 assimilation, about 80% of the value estimated from Rubisco kinetics parameters. The ratio of
rates is reduced at low external CO2 concentrations, as measured by net carbon assimilation rates. The carbon assimilation was deter-
mined from 13C-label spin counts converted into total carbon by the REDOR-determined isotopic enrichments of the Calvin cycle. The
net carbon assimilation rates indicate that the rate of decarboxylation of glycine is not directly proportional to the oxygenase activity of
Rubisco as is commonly assumed.
� 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Photosynthesis and photorespiration

Rubisco1 (ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxy-
genase) originally fixed carbon in an atmosphere of high
CO2 concentration and negligible O2 concentration more
than two billion years ago [1]. This carboxylase activity,
termed photosynthesis, converts atmospheric CO2 into car-
bon-rich compounds and leads to the release of O2. When
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plants appeared on Earth, the oxygen content of the atmo-
sphere increased. Rubisco now operates under a CO2 con-
centration of about 380 ppm (by volume) and an O2

concentration of 21% (210,000 ppm).
Photorespiration refers to the oxygenation of ribulose-

1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) by Rubisco and the events that
are stimulated by the immediate production and subse-
quent rescue of a two-carbon molecule that is not compat-
ible with the Calvin cycle. Carbon salvage requires
machinery distributed over three organelles to convert a
two-carbon molecule (glycolate) into a useful carbon
source (glycerate) via the condensation of two glycines to
form a serine with the concomitant release of CO2

(Fig. 1). This process is known as the photorespiratory
C2 cycle. Photorespiration is generally considered a
wasteful process, a side-reaction of Rubisco which Nature
has been unable to avoid [2], although protection of
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Fig. 1. The photorespiratory pathway (adapted from Ogren [6]). Oxy-
genation of ribulose bisphosphate (RuBP) leads to the production of the 2-
carbon phosphoglycolate (red), which is partially recycled by serine
synthesis leading to glycerate. This process requires machinery distributed
over three organelles: the chloroplast (C), the peroxisome (P), and the
mitochondrion (M). Concurrent energy balance processes via NAD/
NADH and ATP/ADP conversions are omitted. The numbers in
parentheses indicate stoichiometry (Table 2).
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chloroplasts against photoinactivation under the very low
CO2 conditions of water stress is sometimes cited as a
potentially useful function of photorespiration [3]. Grassy
C4 plants like corn and sugarcane suppress photorespira-
tion by increasing leaf internal CO2 concentrations [2],
but this enrichment is an energy-expensive process.
Soybeans and other C3 plants use comparable energy to
support nitrogen-fixing bacteria and live with photorespira-
tion. The notion that a reduction in photorespiration in
C3 plants (induced either chemically or genetically) may
translate into increased protein-rich crop yields is an idea
that has been expressed frequently over the years [4,5].

1.2. Previous estimates of photorespiration

Optimistic reports (from the view of evolutionary suc-
cess) claim that the rate of photorespiratory CO2 loss is
no more than 15% of the rate of net photosynthesis for
well-fertilized leaves under ambient conditions [6], while
less optimistic claims have set the rate as high as 50% [7].
The four conventional methods for measuring photorespi-
ration in intact leaves are: (i) CO2 efflux following abrupt
darkness; (ii) enhancement of photosynthesis by low O2;
(iii) CO2 efflux into CO2-free air; and (iv) assimilation of
label from 14CO2. As noted by Sharkey [8], all four meth-
ods have technical problems, and this is the source of some
of the ambiguity in the extent of photorespiration reported
in the literature. The first is compromised by immediate
dark respiration [9–11]; the second and third by the sensi-
tivity of stomatal resistance (leaf gas-exchange rates) to
an unusual atmosphere [12–14]; and the fourth by an
unquantifiable dilution of administered 14C by photore-
spired 12C [15–17].

Because of these complications, stable-isotope strategies
have been introduced recently in an effort to measure pho-
torespiration more accurately. In one approach, 13CO2

labeling distinguishes between CO2 uptake and evolution
under non-perturbing gas-exchange conditions. This is
accomplished by mass spectrometric simultaneous detec-
tion of 13CO2 and 12CO2 in the gas flow around the leaf
[18]. The labeling is done for short times (less than 30 s)
and the evolved CO2 is simply assumed to be totally unla-
beled. The extent of re-assimilation of photorespired CO2

must still be estimated from stomatal conductances and
gas diffusion rates [18]. In a second stable-isotope
approach, a measurement of net carbon assimilation by
conventional gas-exchange methods is followed by a
mass-spectrometric measurement of the 18O enrichment
of glycine [19], labeled by 18O2 [20]. The glycine is extracted
from the leaf, and the evolved CO2 is calculated [19] based
on the assumption that decarboxylation of glycine is a fixed
proportion of oxygenation of Rubisco [8]. These stable-iso-
tope measurements have been brought into agreement with
gas-exchange estimates of photorespiration, (corrected
using calculated stomatal conductances), as well as with
predictions based on experimental in vitro kinetic parame-
ters for Rubisco [8]. The consensus now reported in text-
books appears to be that in leaves of C3 plants under
ambient conditions, the rate of oxygenation to carboxyla-
tion of Rubisco is 0.4, and the rate of photorespiratory
CO2 release is about 25% of net CO2 assimilation [21]. Both
values are assumed to increase for low intercellular concen-
trations of CO2 with a linear dependence on the external
CO2 concentration [8].

1.3. Photorespiration by NMR

In this paper, we report the direct measurement by
NMR of photorespiration using in vivo labeling of soybean
leaves with 13CO2 (99 at.%

13C, 200–400 ppm by volume in
21% O2 and 79% N2) for 2–8 min. The labeled leaf is
removed from the plant, immediately frozen in liquid nitro-
gen and lyophilized. This procedure traps and preserves all
labeled intermediates and products. Detection of all the
label, soluble and insoluble, extractable and intractable is
done by solid-state magic-angle spinning 13C NMR of
the intact, lyophilized leaf. No assumptions are made
about gas exchange, gas re-assimilation, stomatal conduc-



Fig. 2. The 13CO2 labeling of a soybean leaf using a compact-disc case as a
labeling chamber. The labeling gas (21% O2, either 200 or 300-ppm

13CO2,
and the balance N2) entered at the bottom left through a copper pipe
closed at the end and with multiple exit holes along the sides. At the end of
the labeling period, the leaf was cut from its stem, immersed in liquid
nitrogen, and subsequently lyophilized.
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tance, the decarboxylation rate of glycine, or the suitability
of in vitro kinetics parameters to describe in vivo
metabolism.

Two independent NMR measurements are made. In the
first, changes in the transient 13C isotopic enrichment of the
phosphorylated Calvin-cycle intermediates are observed at
fixed 13CO2 labeling concentration, and these are related to
the ratio of photosynthetic (p) to photorespiratory (r) car-
bon fluxes, pc/rc. The subscripts denote that the ratio of
rates is measured by the isotopic enrichment of the Calvin
cycle and so all the CO2 that evolves results from glycerate
production. The pc/rc ratio is the maximum possible value
for the ratio of rates of photosynthesis and photorespira-
tion. The ratio can be lowered by evolution of additional
CO2 from decarboxylation of glycine (produced in the
light) that is not related to production of glycerate and
maintenance of the Calvin cycle.

The 13C isotopic enrichment of the Calvin cycle is deter-
mined by 13C{31P} rotational-echo double resonance
(REDOR) NMR [22]. The sensitivity of REDOR to the
internuclear separation of a heteronuclear pair of spins is
used to determine the fraction of 13C label in the leaf that
is within two covalent bonds of 31P. This is accomplished
by using short carbon–phosphorous recoupling times (see
Section 2), so that the REDOR difference spectrum detects
only labeled phosphorylated carbons. This allows quantifi-
cation of the 13C isotopic enrichment of the Calvin cycle all
of whose participants have a carbon that is two bonds from
31P.

In the second solid-state NMR measurement, the net (or
apparent) carbon assimilation is determined from a total
13C-label spin count. The 13C measurement is converted
to net carbon (12C plus 13C) assimilation using the isotopic
enrichment of the Calvin cycle known from the REDOR
measurement. The apparent carbon assimilation rate differs
from the photosynthetic rate because of photorespiration
(total evolution of CO2 in the light), and measurement of
assimilation rates at two 13CO2 concentrations therefore
leads to a determination of p/r.

2. Materials and experimental methods

2.1. Growth of soybean plants

Glycine max (cv. Williams 82) was grown outdoors
(June–August, 2004) on the roof of the Washington Uni-
versity McMillen Laboratories building. The soybeans
were grown in 30-cm-diameter pots (6 plants per pot) filled
with a mixture of one-third perlite and two-thirds top soil.
Approximately 2 weeks after planting, when the first trifo-
liolates emerged, the pots were fertilized each day with
100 mL of a 1 g/L 15NH4

15NO3 solution. The 15N label
(99 at.% 15N, Isotec, Miamisburg, OH) was used to distin-
guish 13C label in amino acids from that in organic acids
and proteins, analyses that will be described elsewhere.
This high level of fertilizer suppressed symbiotic nitrogen
fixation, as evidenced later by the scarcity of root nodules.
The 15N enrichment of the leaves was approximately 50%,
as determined by solid-state 15N NMR [23], less than that
of the ammonium nitrate because of unlabeled nitrogen
sources in the top soil. The plants were watered by hand,
typically every 2 h during the day.

2.2. Labeling with 13CO2

Labeling with 13CO2 (99 at.%
13C) was performed soon

after flowers appeared, approximately 8 weeks after plant-
ing. The labeling was performed between 10 am and 2 pm
on August 5, 2004, a bright sunny, cloud-free day with a
temperature of 80 �F at noon in St. Louis. The windy con-
ditions on the roof of the Chemistry Building resulted in
soybean plants that were short (60 cm after 8 weeks) with
thick stems and large leaves. The target central leaf of a tri-
foliolate (fifth or sixth node, uniform green coloration, typ-
ical surface area of 50 cm2) was enclosed within a compact-
disc jewel case (Fig. 2), which loosely fit around the stem
and allowed the labeling gas to enter one end of the case,
sweep over both surfaces of the leaf, and exit from the
other end. The labeling was begun after confirmation of
active photosynthesis by accumulation of moisture on the
inner surface of the case. Gas mixtures in pressurized 6-L
cylinders containing 21% O2, 79% N2, and the desired
13CO2 concentration (199.8, 299.9, and 400.0 ppm by vol-
ume, Matheson Tri-Gas, Twinsburg, OH) flowed through
this labeling chamber for specific time intervals (2–8 min).
The gas flow was constant and was the equivalent of a
turnover of 100 volumes of the labeling chamber per min-
ute. This allowed a rapid complete exchange of 13CO2 for
12CO2 so that short labeling times were practical. An elec-
tric fan blew exiting gas away from the plants. No humid-
ification of the labeling gas was attempted, but low CO2

concentrations ensured open stomata and rapid gas
exchange for the duration of the labeling [24,25]. Quantita-
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tive NMR analysis was performed only on leaves labeled
with sub-ambient 13CO2 concentrations. At the end of
the labeling period, the leaf was cut from its stem and
immersed in liquid nitrogen, a procedure that required less
than 10 s. The frozen leaf was immediately lyophilized,
after which 175 mg (of typically 225–250 mg) were chopped
into approximately 1-mm fragments by hand with a razor
blade, packed into a magic-angle spinning rotor, and exam-
ined by solid-state NMR. The petiole of the labeled leaf
was not included with the chopped material but was exam-
ined separately.

2.3. Solid-state NMR

Spectra were obtained using a 6-frequency transmission-
line probe [26], having a 12-mm long, 6-mm inside-diameter
analytical coil and aChemagnetics/Varianmagic-angle spin-
ning ceramic stator. Lyophilized samples were contained in
thin-wall Chemagnetics/Varian 5-mm outside-diameter zir-
conia rotors. The rotors were spun at 7143 Hzwith the speed
under active control to within ±2 Hz. The spectrometer was
controlled by a Tecmag pulse programmer. Radiofrequency
pulses for 31P (202 MHz), 13C (125 MHz), and 15N
(50.3 MHz) were produced by 1-kW American Microwave
Technology power amplifiers. Proton (500 MHz) radiofre-
quency pulses were generated by a 1-kW Amplifier Systems
tube amplifiers driven by a 50-W American Microwave
Technology power amplifier. The p-pulse lengths were 6 ls
for 31P, 8 ls for 13C, and 9 ls for 15N. A 12-T static magnetic
field was provided by an 89-mm boreMagnex superconduc-
ting solenoid. Proton-carbon cross-polarization magic-an-
gle spinning (CPMAS) transfers were made with
radiofrequency fields of 62.5 kHz. Proton dipolar decou-
pling was 100 kHz during data acquisition.

REDOR was used to restore the dipolar couplings
between heteronuclear pairs of spins that are removed by
magic-angle spinning [22]. REDOR experiments are always
Fig. 3. 13C{31P} eight rotor-cycle rotational-echo double-resonance (REDOR
6 min. The REDOR difference spectra (S0 � S) are at the top of the figure and
normalized by their natural-abundance methyl-carbon peaks (dotted lines). T
labeled phosphorylated carbons. Each spectrum resulted from the accumulati
done in two parts, once with rotor-synchronized dephasing
pulses (S) and once without (full echo, S0). The dephasing
pulses change the sign of the heteronuclear dipolar cou-
pling, and this interferes with the spatial averaging result-
ing from the motion of the rotor. The difference in signal
intensity (REDOR difference, DS = S0 � S) for the
observed spin in the two parts of the REDOR experiment
is directly related to the corresponding distance to the
dephasing spin [22]. REDOR has found application in
the characterization of binding sites of proteins [27], and
in the analysis of heterogeneous biological materials such
as amyloid plaques [28], membrane protein helical bundles
[29], and bacterial cell walls [30]. All 13C{31P} REDOR
spectra were collected with standard xy-8 phase cycling
[31], on both observed and dephasing channels.

3. Results

3.1. Photorespiration from the transient isotopic enrichment

of the Calvin cycle

The full-echo 13C NMR spectrum of a soybean leaf
labeled for 2 min by 300-ppm 13CO2 has resonances char-
acteristic of the major protein and sugar components
(Fig. 3, bottom left). The protein peaks have the same
intensities as those of a leaf at natural abundance (not
shown), and the sugar peak is slightly enhanced. The 8-ro-
tor cycle 13C{31P} REDOR difference spectrum, on the
other hand, has a significant intensity for the sugar peak,
more than five times that of an unlabeled leaf (Fig. 3, upper
left). These spectra indicate that by 2 min after the start of
labeling, gas exchange has replaced unlabeled CO2 within
the leaf and the Calvin cycle intermediates are already at
least partially labeled.

The 13C{31P} REDOR differences in Fig. 3 are refer-
enced to the integrated intensity of all of the natural-abun-
dance aliphatic-carbon protein peaks between 0 and
) spectra of soybean leaves labeled by 300-ppm (by volume) 13CO2 for 2–
the full-echo spectra (S0) at the bottom. The full-echo spectra have been
he REDOR difference arises from Calvin-cycle intermediates with 13C-

on of 50,000 scans. Magic angle spinning was at 7143 Hz.
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30 ppm, which have been normalized to one another, there-
by minimizing the effect of possible differences in protein
content between leaves. The normalization means that
the REDOR difference intensity is referenced to the Rubi-
sco concentration, assuming the same protein composition
from leaf to leaf.

By 4 min after the start of labeling, the accumulation of
13C in the full-echo sugar peak is obvious (Fig. 3, bottom
middle). The major sugar peak has a shift of 72.6 ppm (rela-
tive to external [1-13C]glycine at 179 ppm). However, the
13C{31P} REDOR difference peak has not significantly
increased (Fig. 3, top middle). This result indicates that as
soon as 2 min after the start of labeling, all 12CO2 within
the leaf had been replaced by 13CO2, and

13C label had been
distributed uniformly within RuBP. However, the 13C isoto-
pic enrichment of RuBP is not 99%, but a lower value that
depends on the flux of salvaged photorespiratory unlabeled

carbon returned to the Calvin cycle as (phospho)glycerate
(Fig. 1). This situation persists for 4 min of labeling. Because
any CO2 produced by glycine decarboxylation in the mito-
chondria (see Fig. 1) between 2 and 4 min is labeled at the
same enrichment as that of RuBP itself, this carbon source
has a secondary effect on the isotopic enrichment of the Cal-
vin cycle. If the photorespired CO2 escapes the leaf, it has no
effect on the labeling because of the rapid gas turnover in the
labeling chamber (see Section 2). The dilution of the Calvin
cycle is therefore dominated by the recycled glycerate, which
for at least 4 min after the first application of 13CO2 is totally
unlabeled (Table 1).
Table 1
Isotopic enrichment of the Calvin cycle ðf m

k Þ during 13CO2 labeling of
soybean leavesa

CO2 concentration (k) [ppm] Labeling period (m) [min] f m
k

200 2 0.63
4 0.62
6 1.03
8 0.97

300 2 0.63
4 0.66
6 1.00b

8 0.95

a From 8-Tr
13C{31P} REDOR DS, with S0 scaled by comparison to

natural-abundance protein peaks (0–30 ppm); f m
k values are DS areas

relative to the DS area for 300-ppm 13CO2 labeling for 6 min.
b Reference enrichment (arbitrary).

Table 2
Stoichiometry of the Calvin cycle under normal atmospheric conditions in the

CO2 in O2 in Glycerate carbons in CO2 out T

8 2 3 1 1
6 4 6 2 1
4 6 9 3 1
0 10 — 10 —

a From Fig. 1.
b From the ratio of entries in column 1 to the sum of those in columns 1 an
c From the ratio of entries in columns 1 and 4.
For 6 min of labeling, the full-echo sugar-peak contin-
ues to accumulate intensity at the rate established by
4 min (Fig. 3, bottom right). This approximately linear
response indicates no substantive change in internal tem-
perature or stomatal conductance of the leaves resulting
from the labeling conditions. Despite the uniform accumu-
lation of label between 4 and 6 min, the REDOR difference
peak jumps in intensity by 60% (Fig. 3, top right), and then
remains at this higher level for the longest labeling time of
8 min (Table 1). This jump in intensity indicates the arrival
in the chloroplasts of labeled glycerate from the photore-
spiratory pathway. The corresponding 13C{31P} REDOR
results for labeling with 200-ppm 13CO2 indicate a similar
delay after the start of labeling before the arrival of labeled
glycerate, and a similar jump in isotopic enrichment of the
Calvin cycle (Table 1).

The stoichiometry of the Calvin cycle is summarized in
Table 2 for a fixed number of Rubisco sites, but with vari-
ations in carboxylase/oxygenase activity under standard
atmospheric conditions. The resulting relative carbon flux-
es are determined by reference to Fig. 1 (see parenthetical
numbers). We designate the expected isotopic enrichment
of the Calvin cycle after reaching a steady-state labeling
of the chloroplasts, but before labeling of glycerate return-
ing from the peroxisomes as f initial, and the expected
enrichment after labeling of the glycerate as f final (Table 2).

To determine the ratio of the rate of photosynthesis to
the rate of photorespiration (pc/rc), we take f initial as the
observed isotopic enrichment between 2 and 4 min after
the start of labeling, and f final as the observed enrichment
between 6 and 8 min. (In preliminary soybean labeling
experiments performed over the summers of 2001–2003,
we labeled with 200 ppm 13CO2 for times as long as
20 min and observed that the isotopic enrichments did
not increase further and were comparable to the 6 and
8-min values of Table 1.) The experimentally observed
f initial/f final ratio is 0.64 for 300-ppm 13CO2 labeling, and
0.63 for 200-ppm labeling (Table 1), with a leaf-to-leaf
variability of about 5%. These values indicate a pc/rc of
5.7 (Fig. 4) for both labeling concentrations.

3.2. Net carbon assimilation rates

The apparent photosynthetic rate (A) is diminished from
the true photosynthetic rate (p) by the rate at which CO2 is
presence of photorespirationa

riose-P cycled –(CH2O)– stored f initial/f final b p/rc

9 7 8/11 (0.727) 8
8 4 6/12 (0.500) 3
7 1 4/13 (0.308) 1.33

0 0 0

d 3.



Fig. 4. The expected ratio of photosynthesis (p) to photorespiration (r) as
a function of the isotopic enrichment of the Calvin cycle in a 13CO2

labeling experiment before (f initial) and after (f final) the appearance in the
chloroplasts of 13C-labeled glycerate from the photorespiratory pathway.
The solid circles are the calculated values in Table 2; the solid line is a
polynominal fit. (Middle) Schematic representation of carbon flux in the
Calvin cycle and the photorespiratory C2 cycle under near-ambient
conditions. The thickness of any section of the cycle is proportional to the
associated rate.
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generated by photorespiration (r) so that under standard
atmospheric conditions in the light,

A ¼ p � r. ð1Þ
This expression assumes that there is no significant dark
respiration [32]. To obtain the total carbon-assimilation
rate ðAm

k Þ for period (m) and 13CO2 labeling concentration
(k), the experimentally observed 13C assimilation rate
ðCm

k Þ is scaled by the 13C isotopic enrichment ðf m
k Þ of the

Calvin cycle so that:

Am
k ¼ Cm

k =f
m
k . ð2Þ
Fig. 5. Cross-polarization magic-angle 13C NMR spectra of intact lyophilized s
300 ppm (top), both concentrations by volume. The 62.5-kHz matched spin–loc
20,000 scans. The accumulation of label (dotted lines) is approximately linear
used in the determination of the carbon assimilation rates of Table 3.
The f m
k are the REDOR-determined isotopic enrichments

of the Calvin cycle discussed above (Fig. 3 and Table 1)
and the Cm

k are determined from differences of cross-polar-
ization magic-angle spinning (CPMAS) 13C NMR
measurements.

In solid-state 13C NMR, the most accurate 13C signal
intensities are obtained by a systematic variation of the
length of the CPMAS matched proton-carbon spin–lock
contact [33]. This sort of procedure (with variation of con-
tact time from 0.2 to 12.0 ms) results in relative signal
intensities that are independent of all rotating-frame relax-
ation parameters. These CPMAS intensities are then com-
pared leaf-to-leaf on an absolute basis by normalization
with respect to the natural-abundance aliphatic-carbon sig-
nal intensities between 0 and 30 ppm. The normalization
reduces the effect of variations in protein content between
leaves. Examples of normalized CPMAS spectra obtained
in experiments performed on leaves labeled for 2–6 min
with either 200 or 300 ppm 13CO2 are shown in Fig. 5.
The 75-ppm signal intensity, highlighted by a dotted line
in all six spectra, increases uniformly with time and faster
at higher 13CO2 labeling concentration, a combination that
clearly indicates the accumulation of label.

Signals from just the 13C label after labeling for 2 min
are obtained by subtracting the spectrum of a lyophilized
leaf at natural abundance (Fig. 6). The sugar peaks are
dominant but significant label also accumulates in methy-
lene carbons (42 ppm) and carbonyl-carbons of glycine
(179 ppm) and, at sub-ambient CO2 labeling concentra-
tions, glycyl residues in protein (171 ppm). The latter
assignments have been made using 13C{15N} REDOR
(see Fig. 1 in [34]).

For 400-ppm 13CO2, almost all of the carbonyl-carbon
peak is due to glycine (Fig. 6, inset). This is consistent with
all of the products of the oxygenase activity of Rubisco
oybean leaves labeled for 2, 4, or 6 min with 13CO2 at 200 ppm (bottom) or
k contact time was 1 ms. Each spectrum resulted from the accumulation of
between 2 and 6 min at both labeling concentrations. These spectra were



Fig. 6. Cross-polarization magic-angle 13C NMR spectrum of label
accumulated by a soybean leaf labeled for 2 min with 13CO2 at 400 ppm
(by volume), and compared with leaves labeled with 13CO2 at 300 and
200 ppm (inset). These are difference spectra resulting from the subtraction
of the spectrum of an unlabeled leaf. Each of the spectra of the differences
resulted from the accumulation of 130,000 scans. The inset (in blue) shows
that the distribution of label between the 171- and 179-ppm carbonyl-
carbon peaks changes as a function of the concentration of 13CO2 used for
labeling.
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entering the C2 cycle and returning to the Calvin cycle as
glycerate (Fig. 1). Thus, for every 8 oxygenations of Rubi-
sco, there are 4 decarboxylations of glycine ultimately
resulting in 4 glycerates. For 300-ppm 13CO2 labeling how-
ever, the relative intensities of the carbonyl-carbon peaks
(Fig. 6, inset) are 3:2 (glycine:peptide). This is the ratio
expected if glycerate production is reduced by 1/4 (to
match the reduced activity of the Calvin cycle) and the
excess 2 glycines are both saved in protein. This means that
the total CO2 released by photorespiration is reduced by
25% and for every two oxygenations of Rubisco there is
less than one decarboxylation. For 200-ppm 13CO2 labeling
on the other hand, the glycine:peptide ratio is about 1:4
rather than the expected 2:4 if photorespired CO2 were
reduced by an additional 25%. Thus, some of the excess
glycine for these labeling conditions has been decarboxylat-
ed. We will return to this point later in the next section
when we develop equations to describe p/r by total carbon
assimilation quantitatively.
Table 3
Carbon assimilation rates ðAm

k Þ and
13C assimilation rates ðCm

k Þ for soybean le

13CO2 concentration (k) [ppm] Time interval difference (m) [min] Total NM

200 4 � 2 48.4
6 � 4 56.4

300 4 � 2 84.6
6 � 4 96.3

a Calibrated by a natural-abundance CPMAS 13C NMR spectrum of a lyop
b Units are expressed in mg of lyophilized leaf tissue.
c Estimated accuracy is ±0.005 based on signal-to-noise ratios.
The CPMAS signal intensity (integrated over the entire
spectrum) for the leaf labeled with 300 ppm 13CO2 for
4 min, minus that for the leaf labeled for 2 min, translates
into an increase of 0.242 lg 13C per milligram of leaf per
minute at 300 ppm. This is the 13C assimilation rate, C4�2

300

(Table 3). Using the commonly reported units per square
meter of leaf area per second, the 13C assimilation rate is
17 lmol 13C m�2 s�1. All the 13C assimilation rates deter-
mined in the CPMAS experiments of Fig. 5 are reported
in Table 3, along with the total carbon assimilation rates
determined from Am

k ¼ Cm
k =f

m
k and the f m

k of Table 1. To
determine A4�2

k , we note that f 2
k and f 4

k are almost equal
and so we use their average (0.64) for f 4�2

k . If we also
use a simple arithmetic average for the isotopic enrich-
ment appropriate for the 6 � 4 min difference of labeling
times, that is, f 6�4

k ¼ ðf 4
k þ f 6

k Þ=2 ¼ 0:82, then we find
A6�4
k values that are slightly less than the corresponding

A4�2
k values (Table 3). This result suggests that f 6�4

k should
be less than 0.82, which means that the arrival of [13C]gly-
cerate was a little later than 5 min after the start of label-
ing. Because a 6-min labeling time is short enough that
there is no 13C export from the leaf [35] (no label was
detected in detached petioles even after 8 min of leaf
labeling), the CPMAS difference experiment provides a
complete accounting of assimilated carbon label in the
leaf. Rotor-synchronized Hahn-echo experiments using
90� 13C inspection pulses confirmed that there was no
label in the more liquid-like components of the lyophi-
lized leaf tissue [36].

3.3. Photorespiration by carbon assimilation rates

Between 200 and 400 ppm, p is a linear function of
(external) CO2 concentration [37]. Thus, if we take
400 ppm as the ambient concentration (a), we have

Am
300 ¼ p300 � r300 ¼ 3pa=4� 3ra=4 ¼ Cm

300=f
m
300; ð3Þ

Am
200 ¼ p200 � r200 ¼ pa=2� x=2 ¼ Cm

200=f
m
200; ð4Þ

where pa and ra are rates at 400-ppm CO2, and x/2 is the
rate of photorespiration at 200-ppm CO2. The 3/4 coeffi-
cient for the ra term in Eq. (3) reflects the reduction of pho-
torespired CO2 shown in Fig. 6 (inset, middle) and
discussed in the previous section. We take the extent of re-
leased CO2 for 200-ppm labeling as an unknown. If x/
2 = ra/2, all excess glycine is saved in protein; if x/2 = ra,
aves labeled with 13CO2.

R 13C labela [lg] Cm
k [lg 13C mg�1 min�1]b,c Am

k [lg C mg�1 min�1]b

0.138 0.216
0.161 0.196
0.242 0.378
0.275 0.335

hilized leaf.



Table 4
Comparisons of rates of photosynthesis (p) and photorespiration (r) as determined by gas exchange/rubisco kinetics and NMR

Method, CO2 concentration (ppm) CO2 in O2 in VO/VC
a CO2 out –CH2O– saved p/r r/–CH2O–b

Gas exchange, 400 6.25 2.5c .40d 1.25 5.0 5.0 .25d

300 4.7 2.5 .53 1.25 3.4 3.8 .37
200 3.2 2.5 .80 1.25 1.9 2.5 .66

NMR, 400 5.7 2.0 .35 1 4.7 5.7e .21
300 4.3 2.0 .47 .75f 3.6 5.7f .21
200 3.5 2.0 .70 1 2.5 3.5g .40

a Ratio of oxygenase activity to carboxylase activity for Rubisco.
b Rate of photorespiratory release to rate of net CO2 assimilation.
c By assumption: two oxygenations of Rubisco for every CO2 release under ambient external CO2.
d From Ref. [8].
e Projected from isotopic-dilution values of pc/rc at 200 and 300-ppm CO2 concentrations (Fig. 4), and results of Fig. 6 (see text).
f From Fig. 6 (see text).
g From Eq. (5) and Table 3.
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the rate of decarboxylation is the same as under normal
ambient conditions; if x/2 > ra, then less carbon is salvaged
than under normal ambient conditions.

The two expressions for apparent photosynthetic rates
as a function of 13CO2 concentration are combined to
determine the ratio of the photosynthetic and photorespi-
ratory rates (at 200-ppm CO2), which is

p200=r200 ¼ pa=x ¼ 1=f1� 3Rð1� ra=paÞ=2g; ð5Þ
where R ¼ f m

300C
m
200=f

m
200C

m
300. For the 4 �2 min labeling

interval, the f 4�2
k cancel (Table 1) and R = 0.57 (.138/

.242, Table 3) and pa/x = p200/r200 = 3.4. The f 6�4
k also can-

cel in the 6 � 4 min labeling interval (f 6�4
200 ¼ .825 and

f 6�4
300 ¼ .830), R = 0.59 and pa/x = 3.7. The average is 3.5
(Table 4) which corresponds to using a 6 � 2 min labeling
interval. Because pa/x (and in general, p/r at any concentra-
tion) is determined from A�s, which are ratios of f�s and C�s,
there is no (13C vs. 12C) kinetic isotope effect.
4. Discussion

4.1. Photorespiration at sub-ambient CO2 concentrations

The similarity of pc/rc values for 200 and 300-ppm 13CO2

labeling determined by 13C{31P} REDOR indicates that
in vivo Rubisco is not kinetically modified in response to
Fig. 7. At reduced external CO2, the relative rates of flow of 13C (shaded) and 1

CO2 (in) to photorespiratory CO2 (out) is also unchanged, but the flow of carbo
while the remainder may be incorporated into other products, or, depending
decreasing CO2 concentrations. The Calvin cycle simply
turns over more slowly at the lower CO2 levels (Fig. 7).
The amount of glycerate from the C2 cycle entering the
Calvin cycle therefore does not remain constant (or
increase) at low CO2 concentration, but rather decreases,
which means that the photorespiratory release of CO2

resulting from glycerate production (via glycine and serine)
also decreases. If excess glycine from the C2 cycle (i.e., gly-
cine not used for the production of glycerate) is subse-
quently decarboxylated [38], this release of CO2 does not
indicate a lowered value of the ratio of photosynthesis to
photorespiration in the sense of the carboxylase/oxygenase
ratios of Table 2, but rather the activity of other metabolic
processes in the leaf [34,39].

4.2. Comparisons of NMR and gas-exchange determinations
of photorespiration

The determination of pc/rc � 6 at sub-ambient CO2 con-
centrations (Fig. 4) shows that the rate of CO2 release as
part of glycerate production decreases as the photosynthet-
ic rate decreases. Estimates of CO2 release based either
totally or partially on gas-exchange measurements or kinet-
ics calculations, on the other hand, generally maintain that
the rate of CO2 release is unchanged under low CO2 condi-
tions [8]. However, such estimates do not take into account
2C (white) into the Calvin cycle are unchanged. The ratio of photosynthetic
n into glycine has increased. Part of this glycine is converted into glycerate,
on the metabolic state of the leaf, decarboxylated.
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the multiple metabolic routes for the processing of excess
glycine, which include full decarboxylation, partial decar-
boxylation (for glycerate production), and no decarboxyl-
ation (for protein synthesis). Thus, for every two
oxygenations, there may be less than one or more than
one CO2 released (see Table 4), a variability which appears
to depend on the status of the nitrogen metabolic pools
[34]. For example, as described above and illustrated in
Fig. 6, the leaf labeling at 300-ppm 13CO2 did not involve
decarboxylation of excess glycine while the leaf labeling
at 200-ppm 13CO2 did. A value of one CO2 released is con-
sistent with both gas-exchange and NMR estimates of pho-
torespiration under near-ambient conditions (Table 4), and
with the observation that little of the glycine resulting from
oxygenation of Rubisco is diverted from the C2 pathway
under near-ambient conditions (Fig. 6). However, at sub-
ambient CO2 concentrations, less CO2 is released than
anticipated and the NMR-determined values for p/r are
substantially greater than the corresponding gas-exchange
values (Table 4).

Based on the previous discussion, we believe that in vivo
13CO2 labeling with solid-state NMR detection of label
makes two substantive advances in the measurement of
photorespiration in leaves: (i) the NMR method is direct
and requires no supplementary measurements or calcula-
tions of leaf physical or kinetics parameters; and (ii) the
NMR method determines the extent to which glycine
resulting from the oxygenation of Rubisco is diverted from
the C2 pathway and so avoids assumptions about the rate
of decarboxylation of glycine.

4.3. Photorespiration assays in the field

The method we have used to determine photorespiration
in the leaves of soybeans grown in pots is easily extended to
other plants and growing conditions. The labeling appara-
tus is simple, portable, requires no elaborate calibration,
and can be used in awkward locations like tree tops [40].
The labeling times are short and release of the label in
the environment is harmless. The necessary NMR analysis
(including REDOR) is now standard on a modern solids
spectrometer, equipped with a 3-frequency high-power
probe, and can be performed at any time that is convenient
after the labeling. With the sensitivity and reliability of the
REDOR analysis, we believe that it should be possible to
establish unambiguously whether photorespiration (i.e.,
total CO2 released in the light) varies from one C3 plant
species to another. The answer to this question could help
in deciding whether the transformation of crop plants with
foreign Rubisco to enhance net CO2 assimilation would
indeed result in increased productivity [41]. In addition, it
should be possible to establish whether photorespiration
varies from one set of metabolic conditions to another in
the same species. The answer to this question may point
to a short-term function for photorespiration [34] that is
complementary to its apparent long-term support of nitrate
assimilation [39].
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